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Name 9. If no, what further information or clarification would you like? 

K A Miller Each respondent should be told that they will receive a response from EFDC. Will my comments be read by the responsible person they 
are intended for?  How will you convince me my time and effort has been well spent and will be considered as seriously as I have 
intended? 

Mrs K G 
Freeman 

EFDC Planning Dept should make it very clear in writing well before exactly what has been planned for the AGRICULTURAL (working) crop 
growing green field/ belt area in North Weald Bassett known as areas NWB A and NWB B so as residents can give their clear say well 
before anything is  built/done/agreed with the builders etc!!!! clearly with no TRICKS!! before anything is set in "CONCRETE" give us 
proper DEMOCRACY not just insults etc by messrs Cameron, Osborne, Hague etc !!! 

Mr William 
Freeman 

EFDC Planning Dept should make it very clear in writing well before exactly what is being planned for the AGRICULTURAL crop growing  
(working)  green field/ belt area in North Weald Bassett known as areas NWB- A and NWB- B so the residents can give their  say well 
before anything is  built/done/agreed with the builders etc!!!! clearly with no TRICKS!! before anything is set in "CONCRETE" give us  
DEMOCRACY!!! seems its been totally forgotten about by messrs Cameron, Osborne, Hague etc !!! oh and the bankers !!! 

Mrs Valerie 
Mavin 

EFDC Planning etc should make it very clear in writing well before exactly what is being planned for the AGRICULTURAL crop growing  
(working)  green field/ belt area in North Weald Bassett known as areas NWB- A and NWB- B so the residents can give their  say well 
before anything is  built/done/agreed with the builders etc!!!! clearly!! with no TRICKS!! before anything is set in "CONCRETE" give us 
proper Democracy!! it has been forgotten about TOTALLY by messrs Cameron, Osborne, Hague etc !!! 

Robert R G Day I am involved on the committee of the Theydon Bois Rural PRES but feel we are unable to do very much  

Barbara Seal only if informed with relevant info in time. 
Mr & Mrs 
Walker 

show as a Plain English answer 

Chigwell 
Residents 
Action Group 

But many/most residents do not. The overwhelming response we got was disbelief. Residents simply cannot believe how this sort of 
process can happen without more open processes, accessible processes.  
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Lesley Wagland 
Member of 
Chigwell Parish 
Council and of 
Chigwell 
Residents 
Association 

But my residents do not and are disbelieving of what councillors and residents associate have told them because they do not believe this 
can happen without letters to them or simple forms to fill in. 

Edie Bow 
(Chairman) 
Chigwell 
Residents 
Association 

The unhelpful and unfriendly documents actually hindered residents in becoming engages or involved in the process 

Mr Grainger 
Davies 

Local Plan Documents like the present Issues and Options Paper are far too complicated to obtain a meaningful response from the general 
public who might be affected. There needs to be a separate simplified summary edition produced for circulation to such people with a well 
though out questionnaire as a basis for response. Also, the response mechanism is defective as it relies on replying to a set of pro forma 
questions without any opportunity for clarification or for supplementary questions and answers in clarification by the respondent. the 
present website mode of response is awkward, cumbersome and the guidelines for its use seem absent or well hidden. There seems to be 
no process for verification or receipt equivalent to that of registering a postal or email response and return by the Council of an 
acknowledgement of safe receipt. The existing system does not appear to be geared to accept a textual response to a question, nor does it 
facilitate the taking of a printed copy by the respondent for record purposes.  

Mrs Lisa Berry 
& Mrs A 
McCarthy 

NO - parish council not readily offering information - parish council website not fully working, offering information, never available. 

 


